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Heart & Bones Hollow is creating a Certified Naturally Grown blueberry orchard with support from our 

amazing community of customers.  

Our farm sits on 25 mostly wooded acres where we raise heritage breed pigs for pork and maintain a 

market garden for seasonal produce. We are committed to growing as sustainably as possible following 

Certified Naturally Grown practices in our gardens and raising our pigs in a free range forest setting. The 

blueberry orchard will sit on a half-acre field and be grown according to CNG standards. 

Share Details 

Blueberry shares are $3 each and you can purchase as many shares as you like.  1 share entitles the 

holder to 1 pint of blueberries. 

Credit card payment can be accepted with the addition of 2.75% fee 

Shares will become redeemable as the blueberry orchard begins producing a reasonable harvest (in 1-2 

years), as determined by the farmer at Heart & Bones Hollow. The farmer may limit the number of 

shares that each individual can redeem in the first couple years. Shares will not expire. 

Shares can be gifted to a friend or family member as long as their contact information is provided to 

Heart & Bones Hollow along with the number of shares given. You can also designate your shares as 

donations and the equivalent number of blueberry pints will be donated to a local food bank. 

You will be given a Blueberry Share Member card indicating the number of shares purchased. Shares will 

also be recorded in our Share Log. 
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Member Agreements 

As a member of the Heart & Bones Hollow Blueberry Share, I understand that I will receive one pint of 

blueberries for every $3 share I purchase. I understand that the quantity of shares I can redeem at any 

one time may be limited. I understand that the timing of when I can redeem my shares and in what 

quantity is dependent on growing conditions that will vary from year to year. I understand that the risks 

and benefits associated with Heart & Bones Hollow Blueberry Shares are shared and that damaged or 

failed crops can occur from weather and other environmental factors. Should crop failure occur, I 

understand that share size and/or quantity could be greatly impacted. Heart & Bones Hollow will make 

all reasonable efforts to ensure a healthy and productive orchard and to communicate availability clearly 

with members. 

I understand that this is a long-term investment in Heart & Bones Hollow. I understand that these 

shares are non-refundable. I may gift my shares to a friend or family member but must inform Heart & 

Bones Hollow of the transfer, so their name can be recorded in the share log. I may also request Heart & 

Bones Hollow donate my shares to a local food bank. 

I will make sure that Heart & Bones Hollow has current contact information for me so they can inform 

me of blueberry availability each year. Heart & Bones Hollow accepts no responsibility for lost or 

unredeemed shares if the member fails to keep contact information up to date. 

Registration  

 

Name ________________________________ Phone Number________________________________ 

Address _____________________________________________________________________________ 

City _____________________________ State_____________ Zip Code __________________________ 

Email Address ______________________________________ 

Number of Shares purchased   __________________________________________________ 

Signature __________________________________________________ Date _____________________ 

 


